The Lebanese Sustainable Development Contest
The Green Phoenix Trophies of the Sustainable
Development

FAQ Version 1

Information and documents to be downloaded
http://www.associationleba.org
What types of projects are covered by the contest?
All domains of sustainable development such as: ecology, environmental protection, green
architecture, sustainable development awareness, renewable energy, eco -tourism, organic
agriculture but also ... development of local traditions, the development of regional
wealth....
Who can compete to the contest?
Students, young entrepreneurs, associations Lebanese and non-Lebanese , private
companies , municipalities, .... In conclusion there is no restriction. What is important is the
implementation of projects in Lebanon.
What does it mean the contest categories?
Candidates may apply to two categories of projects:
• The new projects include projects created but not deployed , or specially created for the
contest . The list of projects 2009-2010 is an example of new projects.
• The achieved projects: for projects achieved since start of 2010 , or being deployed before
the end of the contest.
Upon receipt of the avant-projet and after evaluation of the jury, projects subcategories may
be created. For example, the sub-category of ecotourism or green architecture....

Examples of Achieved Projects
A private company that has deployed an ecotourism center.
A municipality that promotes renewable energy.
An association which has deployed selective waste collection.
A group of farmers that promotes organic agriculture,.....
Is the contest is only for Jezzine region?
No. The contest is open to all Lebanese regions.
Is the contest is only for Esib students?
No. All universities and colleges can participate to the contest.
I am a non-Lebanese student or association. Can I participate to the contest?
Of course you can. But the project should be applied to the Lebanon.
Why a business plan is required for new projects ?
In Sustainable development, there is the development term. The aim of the contest is to
have feasible projects, and not to remain a paper project. That’s the reason for business plan
requirement .
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Financial prizes?
Actually the total prizes are 10000USD. The prizes will reward innovative new projects after
the final decision of the jury.
New realistic or futuristic projects?
There is no limitation to the imagination of candidates, as long as the domain of the project
is sustainable development. Nothing prevents a futuristic project to have funding or support
of a region.
Favorite subjects?
No favorite subject.
I have a question which is not in the Faq
You can ask it on the contest facebook group https://www.facebook.com/groups/108781311868/
Or by email to : info@associationleba.org, and eaouad@easeit.fr
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